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Survey design
A survey is a process that includes several steps, and the most important is to make sure
that each step is relevant to answer you research questions.
1. Preparation
What do you want to know? For what goals? What is your target population? Does the
information already exist? Can you join forces? What are your resources?
2. Data collection
How to best collect information? How to reach out to respondents?
3. Dissemination
How to follow dissemination?
4. Analysis
Who analyses the results and how?
5. Making the most out of the results
How to communicate the results? How to use results / information?
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1. Preparation
What do you want to know? What are your research questions?
Make a list of questions you want to know the answer to.
For what goals and objectives? Who is your target audience?
Ex: involve your members, shape / improve your organisations’ strategies, collect unmet needs, have an evidencebased advocacy (towards decision-makers), shape healthcare activities (involving clinicians and HCPs), assess and
improve patient experience (PREMs), care outcomes (PROMs), peer-reviewed article…
Does the information already exist?
Scientific literature (PubMed, Google Scholars), grey literature (Internet search, specialists), Rare Barometer surveys
(asking for specific results of previous surveys, participating in ongoing or upcoming surveys)…
Can you join forces?
Especially on cross-cutting issues (find other POs to work with, be part of a Rare Barometer survey).
What are your resources?
Budget, human resources, competences… What can you do with few resources? Can you ask for help (ePAG
representatives, methodologists…). What is the scale of your project?
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2. Data collection
Questionnaire
List of questions (close- or open-ended) that allows to measure a specific
phenomenon.
It is part of the quantitative methods in social science, along with other
methods allowing to measure a social phenomenon, either directly
(counting…) or indirectly (use of databases…).
Interview
Most of the time, semi-structured interviews = meeting in which the
interviewer does not strictly follow a formalized list of questions but uses
a guide with open-ended questions allowing for discussion.
It is part of the qualitative methods in social science, along with
observation, archive analysis or other types of interviews.
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SAMPLE
Population
All the people you intend to know about.
Ex: all PLWRD, all patients living with Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy, all carers of patients living with
NF1, patients between 12 and 25 y.o., etc.

Sample
People who participated in your survey (only part of your population):
• Representative sample, supposes to know the structure of the
population – not usually the case for rare diseases.
• Purposeful sampling, where the sample structure depends on
research questions and known characteristics of the population.

> Depending on your goals and your target audience (peer-reviewed
article…), you should ask for a professional help (social scientist /
statistician / methodologist…).
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Questionnaire Dos and don’ts
Do not confuse:
Research question(s) = questions you ask yourselves (and not respondents).
Ex. “What are the most impactful factors on the length of the diagnosis journey?”

Questions that appears in a questionnaire or an interview guide, answered
by respondents.
Ex. “As far as you remember, when did you or a healthcare professional first notice the symptoms of the rare
disease or think that something was wrong?”;
“As far as you remember, when was the name of the rare disease, syndrome or malformation CONFIRMED by
appropriate genetic, clinical, medical imaging, molecular or biochemical tests (e.g biopsy, blood or urine test)?”
…
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Questionnaire Dos and don’ts
Make sure that the questions you ask allow you to distinguish your:
Statistical unit
Unit of observation or measurement for the data.
It will be the subject of your sentences when analysing the results.
Ex. all PLWRD? Only patients? Only caregivers? One visit to a hospital
(then one person can assess several visits)? …

Variables
A person (or their characteristics), place, thing, or phenomenon that you are trying to measure in
some way.
Ex. age is a variable.
If you ask: “How old are you?”, then the variable is also the question.
If you ask the date of birth and then calculate respondents’ age at a certain date, then you have a calculated a variable
based on two questions (two dates).
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Questionnaire Dos and don’ts
Only one question per question
Ex. there are two questions in “does your doctor ensure follow-up after visits and have good communication
skills?” and you will not know which question respondents answered.

Translate the questionnaire in your native language
You will notice imprecisions you may not have seen otherwise.

Use simple and understandable language
When technical language is unavoidable, try to explain it as much as possible in the question itself or in a guideline
that will be just under the question.

Prefer using positive phrasing
Propose as many “positive” and “negative” items to a question

Choose the most appropriate format for each question
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3. Dissemination
How to best recruit participants?
Online: easier to reach out to more people, especially when
they are geographically spread, but respondents need to
have access to the internet and numeric literacy. Less
expensive.
On-site: easier to diversify the sample, but more expensive
(someone to distribute questionnaires and enter questions).
Can include costs to rent a tablet.
Be mindful of the social characteristics of respondents
(probably more educated, usually more respondents in
Western Europe, more engaged…).
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4. Analysing results
Who analyses the results and how?
How much time will be needed?
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4. Analysing results
Descriptive statistics
Summarize a given data set, e.g. a sample if the sample is not
representative; a population if the sample is representative.
It can include: frequencies (number of answers to one question / variable / item),
percentages, measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode) and measures
of variability (or spread: standard deviation, variance, minimum and maximum).

Analytical statistics
Crossing two or more variables to see which relationship exists between
those variables (and their items): cross tables, correlation, multivariate analysis…
Statistical tests
Describe how much the relationship between two or more variables is statistically significant = more
or less likely to be due to chance.
Compare with existing results (when comparable)
Discuss results with other groups / focus groups
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4. Analysing results
ONLY SAY WHAT YOUR SURVEY DESIGN ALLOW YOU TO SAY
When you write and communicate on the results, be mindful of your statistical unit
(patients / carers / respondents / hospital visits…) and on the structure of your sample (and
what it allows you to say).
Only communicate on significant results.
Interviews and open-ended questions: thematic analysis, quotes…

Always give a feedback to respondents and/or people interested in the survey (e.g. who
helped disseminate it, who may benefit from it…).
Adapt to your target audience:
- Patients (members)
- Advocacy goal (decision-makers)
- Scientists (peer-reviewed article, communication)
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5. Making the most out of the results
DASHBOARD

Format (adapt to your target audience):
• Dashboard (results for each question)

• Factsheet / infographics (key results)
• Peer-reviewed article
• Communication: face-to-face, webinar,
video presentation of the results…
For each question of the survey:
Number and percentage of responses to each item
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5. Making the most out of the results
FACTSHEET /
INFOGRAPHICS

Format (adapt to your target audience):
• Dashboard (results for each question)

• Factsheet / infographics (key results)
• Peer-reviewed article
• Communication: face-to-face, webinar,
video presentation of the results…
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5. Making the most out of the results
PEER-REVIEWED
ARTICLE

Format (adapt to your target audience):
• Dashboard (results for each question)

• Factsheet / infographics (key results)
• Peer-reviewed article
• Communication: face-to-face, webinar,
video presentation of the results…
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5. Making the most out of the results

Format (adapt to your target audience):
• Dashboard (results for each question)

• Factsheet / infographics (key results)
• Peer-reviewed article
• Communication: face-to-face, webinar,
video presentation of the results…
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SUM UP OF Rare disease specificities
Sample size and population size
Sensitive data: article 9 of GDPR
Anonymity: when presenting results, make sure that the characteristics you give for your
respondents does not allow to recognize them, especially when populations are small (few
patients in one country…).
Samples are usually not representative: only talk about respondents for descriptive
statistics (not about the whole population) and use significant data for analytical statistics.
During results analysis and communication, the subject of your sentences should
correspond to your statistical unit: respondents / patients / carers / people living with rare
diseases…
Respondents are usually contacted through patient organisations, and online: be mindful of
the social characteristics of respondents (probably more educated, usually more
respondents in Western Europe, more engaged…).
/!\ SURVEY FATIGUE
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